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Participants in one session of the Law School's symposium on "Transnational Corporate
Concentration," from left: Lisa Chiles, legal adviser, U.S. Agency for International
Development; David Boies, New York attorney; Thomas E. Kauper, U-M law professor;
Douglas E. Rosenthal, chief, Foreign Commerce Section, Antitrust Division, U.S. justice
Department; W. James Adams, U-M economist; and Stuart E. Benson, legal adviser, U.S.
State Department.

events

International Symposium
The lack of consensus-both within
the U.S. and among trading nationsabout whether or not to crack down on
multinational corporate concentration
was underlined in a November
conference at the Law School.
Douglas E. Rosenthal, who heads
the foreign commerce section of the
antitrust division of the U.S. Justice
Department, noted that lawyers are
frequently caught in the middle of the
debate between differing factions.
"On the one hand, many people feel
that more concentration is going to
become necessary in our own society
and for U.S. companies to effectively
carry on trade abroad. U.S. courts are
already moving in this direction," said
Rosenthal.
"On the other hand, Congress is
calling for drastic measures to de-
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concentrate industry. There is
increasing polarization between the
legislature and the courts, and
between business and consumer
interests. Lawyers are under attack
from both sides."
· Rosenthal was one of the speakers
in the symposium "Transnational
Corporate Concentration" presented
by the Law School's International Law
Society and the Michigan Yearbook of
International Legal Studies. Papers
presented at the conference will be
published in a future edition of the
yearbook.
Stuart E. Benson, a legal adviser in
the U.S. State Department, said one of
the most difficult antitrust questions is
whether the U.S. government should
attempt to block mergers of non-U.S.
controlled firms which are engaged in
U.S. commerce.

Because such questions have
foreign policy implications and
present no clear-cut answers,
government authorities have taken a
case-by-case approach, said Benson.
"A major concern to the State
Department is that antitrust
enforcement should not'affect our
political relations with other
countries. Some have suggested that
these questions should be entirely
political decisions, or that the State
Department should at least make its
views on individual cases known
through amicus curiae briefs,"
according to Benson.
New York attorney David Boies
noted that "corporate concentration"
has a wider connotation today than
firms operating in a single market.
In 1977, more than BO percent of
mining and manufacturing in the U.S.
was controlled by the top 500
corporations, according to Boies. And
recently proposed U.S. legislation
would attempt to offset such
concentration by placing "threshold
size limits" on companies seeking to
merge.
A separate panel of speakers
considered alternative approaches to
transnational business regulation
from the supranational and corporate
perspectives.
Kurt Stockmann, chief of the
International Section of the
Bundeskartellamt of the Federal
Republic of Germany, examined the
Guidelines on Multinational
Corporate Behavior of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD), an alliance of western
developed nations.
Stqckmann suggested that the OECD
had adopted "behavioral rather than
structural" guidelines against
transnational concentration for its
member countries, because the body
is based on "the principle of
unanimity." Even the few member
countries which have adopted
structural merger controls have not
vigorously enforced them, he
indicated.
However radical structure-oriented
controls may be, "the political climate
in a number of OECD member
countries is changing to a more critical
attitude towards concentration,"
Stockmann said. This increasing
criticism has led to consideration of
merger controls in countries such as
Ireland, Sweden, and Finland, and to
strengthened antitrust laws in other
countries, such as Switzerland.
As the deputy director for policy
analysis at the United Nations Centre
for Transnational Corpora lions,
Sotiris Mousouris explained the
continuing development of the
Centre's " Code of Conduct" for
multinational corporations.

The code seeks to provide general
principles regarding the development
objectives of host countries, social
objectives, respect of sovereignty,
respect of human rights, noninterference with internal political
and intergovernmental affairs, and an
abstention from graft, Mousouris said.
The code will also contain guidelines
on balance of payments, transfer
payments, and respective business
practices, he said.
A special U .N. body of 48 members
representing 150 countries has already
worked two years on the code, and
there is hope that the group will finish
by May, 1980, Mousouris noted.
Regardless of the code's form of
implementation, voluntary or binding,
it will serve an educational purpose to
developed countries and
multinational corporations and may
inspire national legislation from
developing countries, Mousouris
observed.
"I think the U.N. in this field is quite
ambitious and probably a little more
effective than other semiinternational organizations, for
example, which are more susceptible
to the influence of major developed
countries," he concluded.
In contrast, John Scriven, legal
counsel to Dow Chemical Company,
sharply criticized current attempts to
regulate multinational corporate
activities as giving "the impression of
being motivated by an antipathy to the
free enterprise system."
Scriven echoed the American Bar
Association's position that the
"repeated singling out of
transnational corporations is
indicative of the pre-judgment that
multinational enterprises are
inherently suspect and their activities
are harmful."
Given the complex character of
international trade, the U.N. cannot
hope to regulate multinational
corporate activities in "a satisfactory
or successful manner," he explained,
suggesting that compulsory guidelines
such as the Code of Conduct may lead
to stagnation of multinationals'
interest in developing countries.
Scriven praised voluntary
guidelines, particularly the OECD
standards, as being more flexible to
accommodate the wide range of
international commercial
transactions.
The panel commentator, Edward
Hayward, a partner in the Minnesota
law firm of Oppenheimer, Wolff,
Foster, Shepard and Connelly, noted
that multinational corporations fear
that with the implementation of some
of these international codes
(particularly ones developed by the
U.N. Conferences on Trade and
Development, UNCTAD),

corporations are "being called upon to
perform a role which goes beyond the
normal role of the profit-making
enterprise."
Hayward explained that while these
supranational regulations are "served
up under the cloak of simple
competition law," they are actually "a
form of development law requirement
that multinationals participate more
clearly in the development process [of
emerging nations], sacrificing some of
their own profits, perhaps."
Nevertheless, transnational
corporations favor at least the
discussion of these guidelines on an
international level, he said, because
the guidelines are frequently utilized
by nations in framing their own
competition laws.
"And from the view of the
practicing lawyer .. . I think it has
become fairly difficult to advise
[clients) with respect to certain
aspects of transnational transactions
now, partly because of these varying
attitudes of national competition law
authorities," Hayward commented.

Cooley Lectures
Yale Law Prof. Guido Calabresi
concludes that the "new law and
economics," after 20 years as an
analytical tool, is still helpful to
scholars in evaluating traditional legal
principles and outcomes.
Calabresi addressed U-M law
faculty and students in the Law
School's 29th Thomas M. Cooley
lecture series in the fall. The title of
his lectures: "Nonsense on Stilts? The
New Law and Economics Twenty
Years Later."
One of a small band of scholars who
first employed modern economic
analysis to study legal institutions and
doctrines, Calabresi argued that the
new law and economics "raises
precisely the questions we should be
facing. Are the traditional sources of
law giving us time-worn, history-ofinjustice results or instead have we
reason to re-examine their validity in
this context of the empirical bases,
guesses, of both our distributional and
efficiency analyses?
"The object of a new law and
economics was to find an
Archimedean place to stand on from
which to make relevant criticism of
results acclaimed either by legal
tradition or revolutionary justice,"
Calabresi noted.

Guido Calabresi
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Harry T. Edwards with well-wishers after his "Senior Day" presentation in December.

Winter "Senior Day"
But insofar as the new law and
economics concerns itself "solely with
efficiency in the sense of wealth
maximization, it fails in giving us this
point because wealth maximization is
meaningless without starting points,"
Calabresi said.
Calabresi pointed to a need for a
distributional theory in analyzing the
beneficial qualities of a law. "Even
with starting points, wealth
maximization cannot tell us that a law
or rule is better or worse than another,
because the 'better' in this wealth
maximization sense, in all meaningful
cases, entails some individuals being
worse off in a wealth sense," he said.
The old law and economics avoided
this problem because the
distributional issue was settled either
by a legislature or the common law,
Calabresi explained.
Calabresi suggested several sources
for a distributional theory on which to
base legal criticism, but he rejected ad
hoc distributional decisions made by
courts and legislatures as impractical
and potentially unprincipled. He also
suggested that the traditional sources
of law and legal precedent are
inappropriate because they speak in
"the language of rights" and not in
"the language of distribution any
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morethantheyspeakinthelanguage
of efficiency.
"I think economists should work at
this distributional theory because
they're better at it, essentially, than
lawyers are. If they [economists)
don't, lawyers will have to do it and do
a bad job of it," Calabresi said.
The new law and economics
analysis is not without its critics,
however, Calabresi noted . Both "right
and left criticize it because it gives
change that is not necessarily either
evolutionary or revolutionary," he
said.
A frequent contributor to legal and
other periodicals, Calabresi is author
of two books, The Cost of Accidents
and Tragic Choices. He is the Sterling
Professor of Law at Yale and has
taught there since 1959. A graduate of
Yale College, Calabresi attended
Oxford University as a Rhodes
Scholar and returned to Yale for his
legal education.
- Mark Simonian

Addressing a "Senior Day"
audience of graduating U-M law
seniors in December, U-M law Prof.
Harry Edwards urged the new
graduates to consider the social
implications of their legal work and to
striv'e to lessen public mistrust of the
legal profession still lingering from
Watergate.
A 1965 U-M law graduate and a
member of the Michigan law faculty
since 1970, Edwards has been
nominated by President Carter to fill a
vacancy on the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Washington, D.C. Circuit (see
story elsewhere in Law Quadrangle
Notes) .
"You will find, as I did when I
graduated from here 15 years ago, that
Michigan has prepared you well to
serve in the legal community," said
the U-M labor law specialist.
"You will soon recognize, as you go
out into practice, that you will have an
almost blind faith in your ability to
tackle most any legal problem . . .. You
have been exposed to a brilliant
collage of teachers and fellow
students at Michigan.
"As you leave here, most of you will
be comforted by the fact that at last
your formal schooling is done . You
have a good job. You have potential
for good earnings and lifetime

security. You may even feel the
prestige that sometimes comes from
working in an esteemed profession.
Do not savor these feelings for too
long," he warned.
The legal profession faces serious
problems, Edwards continued,
because "so far as public image is
concerned, the tarnish has yet to be
polished off." He referred to the
"stench of Watergate" and to
important questions facing the legal
community about "which ethics
should be taught-the ethics of the
marketplace and client loyalty, or the
ethics of equal justice."
A practitioner for several years in
Chicago before coming to U-M,
Edwards advised that graduates
confer with clients, taking time and
using imagination to find acceptable
alternatives to litigation.
"A lawyer need not be blind to a
client's purpose, and he or she may
always question that purpose if it
appears to be unfair or unjust.
Everyone in a society is entitled to
legal representation, but this does not
mean that the legal process should be
clogged with bad cases," he cautioned.
The education students receive at
Michigan is wide, yet incomplete,
Edwards said. "You have not been

trained how to draft a motion or to file
a pleading or to prepare a lawyer's
bill. Although lawyers do these things
on a regular basis, such tasks require
skills that can easily be acquired with
a minimum of experience in law
practice.
"Rather you have been asked to
think about important questions
dealing with right and wrong, with
issues pertaining to legislative and
judicial reform, with questions having
to do with equal access to the judicial
process and equal rights under the
law, and with issues affecting the
current and future status of the law
and legal process."
Edwards urged the students to
continue pondering these important
issues once in practice, and he also
advocated that the graduates "stay in
touch with life and with the people
around you other than just lawyers.
The one thing that my 15 years as a
lawyer has taught me is that we
lawyers are often too in-bred, too selfinvolved."

He advised the graduating seniors to
treasure their relationships with
spouse, children, friends , and parents
and to keep up with their personal
interests and hobbies, "to keep a
balanced perspective."
A total of 73 U-M law students were
candidates this winter for Juris Doctor
degrees, seven for Master of Laws
degrees, two for Master of
Comparative Laws degrees, and one
for Doctor of the Science of Law. This
is the largest number of December
graduates at the Law School.
-Mark Simonian
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